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The Equations of Continuity far Seawater and
River Water in Estuaries
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ABSTRACT
Conservation equations for a mixture of fluids with two components are reviewed. Equations of contin uity for sea (salt) water and for river (fresh) water in a turbulent mixing process
in an estuary are developed. One source of error in certain similar equations in the literature
is the omission of the turbulent diffusion flux .

Introduction. Pritchard ( 195 8) has developed rigorously the equations of
continuity for total mass and for salt in estuaries. In his discussion of errors
in some published forms of continuity equations, a question is raised about
the applicability of continuity concepts to sea (salt) water and to river (fresh)
water as opposed to total mass and to salt. In the present paper it is shown
that correct forms of the equations of continuity for both seawater and river
water may be developed provided the process of diffusion is taken into account
for both.
Mixture of Fluids. Consider a mixture of fluids with two components and
let e denote the total density (gm cm-3) of the mixture and t the time. The
equation of continuity for the total mass of the mixture is

ae
- + V . (e v)
at

= o .

This form of the equation implies a certain definition of the velocity, v . The
mean velocities as well as the masses of the molecules in the two components
in a small region of the mixture may differ. The velocity, v, is not simply
the mean velocity with which all the molecules in the region move, but it
1s an average weighted according to the mass fractions of the components.
r. Contribution from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, University of California, San Diego.
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This mass-average velocity represents the momentum of unit mass of the
mixture and is the quantity that a current meter might be expected to measure.
The principle of conservation of mass may be applied to each component
separately to produce two additional equations. 2 If en denotes the concentration (g cm-3) of one component, then e( 1 - n) is the concentration of the other.
The equation of continuity for the first component is

a

- (en) + V . (e n V + C)
ot

= o,

where c, the diffusion flux of mass (gm cm-2 sec'), is zero if the average
velocity of the molecules in the first component is exactly v . The equation
of continuity for the second component then becomes

a

at [e( I - n) J + V . [e (I - n) V - CJ

= o,

(3)

but (3) does not represent an independent equation because it must represent
the difference between (I) and (2).

Application to Estuaries. Consider an estuary in which the sea provides a
source of salt water at the mouth and in which a river at the head introduces
the only supply of fresh water. Within the estuary, the river water dilutes
the seawater and produces intermediate values of salinity. The mixture may
be regarded first of all as composed of two components, a solvent (water) and
a single solute (salt). However, the water comes from two sources, river and
ocean, and we may imagine that the molecules from the separate sources are
distinguishable and form two separate components, with the salt as a third
component. Let the concentrations (g cm-3) in the mixture be denoted by
es, = concentration of salt, esz = concentration of water from ocean, es 3 =
concentration of water from river, where the mass fractions (g per g) are s,,
s2, and s 3 , respectively, with
S1

+ Sz + S3 =

I •

The equations of continuity for the separate components are

a

- (es,) + 'y' · (es, V + Cr)
ot

=

0 ,

(4)

- (es2)+v·(es2v+c2) =
at

0,

(5)

a

2. The w riter's introduction to the equations for a binary sys tem as appli ed to seawater came in lectures by Carl Eckart in 1947. R. 0. Reid discusses the application in his class notes on Theoretical
Physica l Oceanography. A general summary of principles and equations for multicomponent systems is
given by Fredrickson and Bird (1961).
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(6)
where c,, c 2, and c 3 represent the diffusion fluxes of the respective components.
The sum of (4), (5), and (6) must yield ( 1 ), the equation of continuity for the
mixture, and therefore,
C, + C2 + C 3 = 0 .
(7)
Instantaneous values of the variables apply in the preceding equations, and
the diffusion is molecular. The motion in estuaries is turbulent, and appropriate mean values of the variables are considered (Pritchard 1958). The usual
procedure is to substitute the sum of a mean value and deviation for each
variable and, then, to take the mean of each equation. The result from ( 1) is
obtained by simply replacing e and v with their respective mean values, if an
additional term dependent on the compressibility effect in the turbulent motion
is neglected. In fact, the mixture may be considered wholly incompressible
in our application (Pritchard 1958). The results from (4), (5), and (6) are
obtained by replacing concentrations and velocity with mean values. In addition, each mean nonadvective flux is defined as the sum of the respective
mean value of the molecular diffusion flux and the more important "eddy"
diffusion flux that arises from the turbulence. With these definitions there
also results an equation of the same form as (7). It is assumed henceforth that
e, s,, s2, s3 , and v refer to mean values and that c,, c2, and c 3 are defined as
indicated so that (4 ), (5 ), (6 ), and ( 1) constitute the appropriate set of continuity
equations.
Case of One Spatial Dimension. The equations are next specialized to forms
appropriate for the case of one spatial dimension as developed by Pritchard
(1958).3 The x-axis coincides with the axis of the estuary, and the velocity
component in the x-direction is u. The cross-sectional area normal to the
axis is a(x, t). The molecular diffusion flux is neglected in comparison with
the turbulent diffusion flux, and the latter is represented by the product of a
Boussinesq-type eddy coefficient, Kx, and a gradient of the mass fraction. The
empirical nature of such a substitution is discussed by Pritchard and emphasized by Okubo (1962).
If Si represents s,, s2, or s 3 , then the form of the equation of continuity
for any one of these concentrations in a sectionally homogenous estuary is

__?_ (aesi) + __?_ (aesiu - ae Kx OSi)= 0,
ot
ox
ox
Kx, and osiJox have been assumed to vary only with

(8)

where u, (2Si,
X and t.
The sum (s, + s2 ) must also satisfy (8), and the resulting equation constitutes
3. Pritchard uses an incorrect form of Leibnitz' rule, but his final eqs. (32) and (33) are correct.
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an equation of continuity for seawater. With Si = s3 , the equation of continuity
for river water is obtained.
Let the values of Si and e at the mouth of the estuary be denoted by
Sr

=

f

Sr,

I

I

S2 = S2, S3 = S3 >

e= e>
I

and in the river above the head of the estuary by
=

Sr

0,

S2 =

S3 =

0,

I ,

e = ea,

where ea represents the density of river water. The density varies between
the limits ea
1.00 g cm-3 in the river and e'
1.03 g cm-3 in the sea.
The variation in density is small in the estuary compared with the variations
in st , and therefore, (8) may be written with satisfactory approximation for
the estuary in the form

*

*

-o (asi)+ -o (asiu - aKx o
- si)
ot
ox
ox

= o.

(9)

The quantities s, /s~ and s,/s; satisfy (9) and must be subject to identical
boundary conditions in the model used, including any specification of gradients
at the ends of the estuary. Therefore, they represent the same solution and

S,
s,

S2

I

(10)

I

Sz

The direct physical basis for this result depends upon the assumption of a
mixing model in which the river water dilutes the water component from the
sea and the salt component in the same proportions.
Froms,+s2+s 3 = 1 and (10),

s3 =

I

-(s, + s2)
S1

1 -

I

1 -

=

I

s,'
(s, + -----, s,)
S2
S1

,

, (s, + s2) = 1 - -----, (1 -s 3)
s,
s,

s~ * --,= F,
s,
Sx

(11)

so that the river-water fraction may be determined approximately from salinity
measurements. The degree of approximation depends upon the extent to
which
may be assumed small compared with unity, i. e. to the extent to
whi ch s; at the mouth of the estuary represents the salinity of undiluted seawater.
L et QJ denote the volume rate (cm3 sec-') of fresh-water fl.ow across a
secti on in the river above the head of the estuary where
= o . If (9) is

s;

oF/ox
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integrated from this upstream position to any position in the estuary (Pritchard
1958) after substitution of F = s3 , then

0171
aF
+auF-Q'f-aK -

ot

xax

=

o

'

where 171 represents the volume of fresh water between the two pos1t1ons.
After the concept of continuity for seawater and for river water is established,
then (12) may also be derived from Pritchard's equations (35) and (41). If
171 is a harmonic term of tidal period, then the integral of ( 1 2) over a tidal
cycle of period T is
T

T

au F dt 0

a Kx
0

!:

dt

T

Q1dt

=

=

R ,

(13)

0

where R denotes the river-water inflow per tidal cycle.
Pritchard (1957, 1958) has demonstrated that Todd and Lau (1956) have
used an incorrect form of the continuity equation. Comparison of their equations with ( 12) and ( 13) shows that they have simply omitted the turbulent
diffusion Rux of river water. Ketchum (1950) made the same omission. If the
tidal wave in the estuary is pure progressive or between pure standing and pure
progressive (Pritchard 1958), then Ketchum's form of (13) overestimates the
magnitude of the first term in the left-hand member. However, the omission
of the turbulent Rux constitutes an underestimation, and the two errors tend
to cancel. Stommel (1953: 1067) has used a correct form of (12) for the
purpose of determining Kx in an estuary.
From the practical standpoint, the development of equations of continuity
for seawater and river water may be somewhat academic, because equations
for total mass and for salt constitute an adequate pair. However, in view of
the errors pointed out by Pritchard, it seems instructive to determine that the
concept of a continuity for seawater and river water may be valid in an estuarine
mixing process, and that the difficulties have arisen as a result of the omission
of turbulent diffusion.
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